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Images of America
We share deep connections in this nation
(An “ice breaker” activity to unite a diverse group)

This is one of a series of 12 discussion guides to help you explore six books about innovative early
learning programs. This is the second of these guides associated with our book titled: ACCESS to School—
An innovative two-generation school readiness approach to empowering immigrant parents. Like all of the six books
co-sponsored by the United Way for Southeastern Michigan and the Social Innovation Fund, ACCESS to
School is available through Amazon, Barnes & Noble and other online retailers.
Within our larger series of discussion guides, the two ACCESS-related guides are designed to help
men and women in diverse communities come together. Overcoming biases that divide us as Americans
is a long-standing goal at ACCESS. Despite our many obvious differences, we know that Americans
share far more than anything that divides us. That’s not wistful thinking. That’s the conclusion of many
years of research by University of Michigan Ross School of Business sociologist Dr. Wayne Baker. He
developed this “ice breaker activity,” called Images of America, along with the staff at our publishing
house. The activity has been used with groups nationwide to bridge what seem to be divisions among
strangers. We’ve field tested this activity with groups as small as a dozen people to conferences with more
than 100 people in attendance. We know this activity works!
Dr. Baker’s research, which you can explore in his book, United America, demonstrates that the vast
majority of Americans share 10 core values that have remained stable and nearly universal in this
country over many years. By asking individuals to respond to popular images of America, our shared
assumptions about our nation quickly surface. Within the course of an hour or so, strangers discover how
much they hold in common with the rest of the community.

Using this Discussion Guide
Step 1 is inviting people to discuss what we are presenting to readers in these books.
You might tell people something like this: “All of us care about the children in our community. Can
we talk about some fresh ideas I’ve found in these new books about early childhood learning? They’re
packed with fresh ways that families can encourage education and acceptance. This could help our
neighborhood. We could use these ideas—right here where we live. So, can we talk about this?”
Friends may be intrigued if you also explain: “If we get together as a group, there’s a fun activity
we could do together that’s called ‘Images of America.’ Everything we need for the activity is free and
available online.” If potential participants in your discussion seem interested in more background, you
could mention Dr. Baker, his research and his book. Dr. Baker is supportive of our efforts at ACCESS. In
addition to contributing the ideas behind both of our ACCESS discussion guides, Dr. Baker also wrote
the preface for another volume in our book series titled, Building Healthy Relationships in Early Learning.
Talking about Dr. Baker’s involvement in this work may be especially helpful if you are planning to use
this discussion guide as part of a professional or a community-wide gathering, conference or training
session. You can reassure people that there is a solid foundation behind the ideas we are sharing in this
discussion guide.

Preparation
Gather your images.
This is a fun part of the process! For this activity, you will need enough vivid images of America
so that each small group of about four people can have at least 10 images to consider. In our use of this
activity so far, we have chosen images from American history, popular culture, commerce—and many
other realms of American life. If you have a good-sized crowd, the sets of 10 images for each small
group could contain some duplicate images. However, we’ve found it is most effective to approach large
groups with a broad cross section of images and as few duplicates as possible. So, you should begin this
process by selecting the many images you will share with participants.
When we made our initial selection of 100-plus photos for ongoing use with this activity, we drew
the pictures from the vast Wikimedia Commons storehouse of images. The URL is http://commons.
wikimedia.org. The big advantage of using this online database is that the right to freely share each
image is spelled out by Wikimedia Commons. By looking over the rights-and-permissions information
provided on the website, you can be on safe ground reproducing and sharing these images.
To help other groups quickly find images, we decided to offer our favorite selection of American
images in an online gallery. That decision was prompted because we were using this workshop regularly
and we found that many participants asked if there was an easy way to see the entire scope of the
pictures we were displaying. You can find our online gallery of more than 100 American images at
http://UnitedAmericaBook.com. On that page, you will find a direct link to our online gallery of
images.
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Divide your larger group into small groups.
Use whatever method you prefer to form small groups of about four people. At the same time, try
to ensure that the participants in each group are not spouses or close friends. This activity works best
with four strangers in each small group. For example, at an international conference at Wayne State
University one summer, we used this activity for more than 100 participants who had traveled to Detroit
from across North America. We divided them into 25 small groups. Within an hour, these strangers had
bonded over the images.
How do you effectively mix up a larger group? We typically separate our small groups by using the
common practice of “numbering off.” That effectively separates clusters of friends who initially tend to
sit next to each other when a crowd gathers in a room. Note: If you use this activity with friends in an already
existing small group or with participant who are co-workers, then most people in the room may already know each other
fairly well. Nevertheless, try to encourage diversity in your small groups. This is, after all, an activity to demonstrate how
much Americans share—even if they seem to be strangers, at first.
Then, you will need enough space so that these small groups can physically spread out and consider
the images. Typically, we make 8-by-11 printed copies of these photos and give each group a handful,
usually 10 images per group. People like to pass around the pictures and look them over carefully. Some
groups prefer to lay them out on the floor and look at the pictures as a mini-gallery. So, sufficient space is
necessary for this activity.
Why do we try to provide the small groups with many different images, rather than giving every small
group the same set of images? We have tried this both ways and, especially in larger groups, when we
are “reporting back” at the end of the process, participants can quickly discover that someone else has
already talked about their chosen image. This tends to short-circuit the “reporting back” process as later
groups feel they have nothing new to offer. So, try to give each small group a different set of images.
Then, during the “reporting back” phase, no one will find that someone else has already eclipsed what
they had planned to say.
Note: Prints on paper work best. We’ve done this activity with digital distribution of the images. For example, we have
invited participants to call up the images on an iPad or even on smartphones. That digital distribution can work. However,
we encourage you to make printed copies of the images. Participants enjoy looking over tangible copies of these images.
We’ve also invited groups to access the entire online gallery of 100-plus images via digital devices. However, we have
found this impractical for a number of reasons. One problem is that looking at so many images takes a long time.

The Question
Here is the question we ask participants, once they are divided into small groups and each
group had its selection of images to consider. In our experience, this wording works best. We say:
In your small group, please look carefully at these images of America. Some are quite famous; some
might be new to you. Each group has a different mix of photos, so you’re not likely to duplicate each
other. Please, ask each person in your group to choose the image that sparks the deepest feelings about
America. Which image strikes the strongest emotion? That emotion might range from pride to worry,
from humor to sadness.
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Your chosen image might trigger a national memory we all share; or it might trigger a personal
memory from your own family. Let each person in your group talk about a chosen image. Then, in each
small group, choose one person who will talk about one of the chosen images, when we reassemble the
whole group toward of our session.
Why we do it this way: We often encounter men and women who approach group leaders before
we start and say, “I want to be part of this process, but I don’t want to talk in front of the larger group.”
So, our instruction about only one person “reporting back” was a solution for that initial anxiety. In the
small groups, people still get to know each other; everyone still shares a personal story in the intimacy
of the small groups; then, only one person in each small group has to stand up and speak to the larger
audience. As an ice-breaker activity, this kind of instruction about one person “reporting back” from
the small groups reduces overall anxiety—and it also is quicker than allowing every single person in the
room to share at the end.

Surprises
Expect surprises! These images spark many personal associations, including many that you are not
likely to predict.
One example that surprised us in early groups was an elderly man who stood up in the “report back”
phase and spoke emotionally about the Google logo. He connected Google’s helpful online interface
with the same spirit that sent America into World War II and into post-WWII rebuilding of Europe—
both eras he personally remembered. After mentioning the war years, he concluded, “As Americans
we’ve always tried to help the whole world and we’re still doing it through programs like Google.” As you
read this, you may agree or disagree with this man’s assessment of Google. The point is that he surprised
us by speaking to the entire group with obvious emotion about his pride in American compassion—a
deeply personal response that had been prompted by a simple image of a Google logo printed on an
8-by-11 sheet of paper.
Another response that surprised us in early groups was a woman who chose a photo of a classic
American auto with big tailfins. When she held up her small group’s chosen image, we expected her to
talk about nostalgia for this earlier era. Instead, she recalled generations of her family who supported
their households by working in U.S. auto factories. Once again, we heard great emotion in her voice as
she expressed her pride in that hard-working heritage. She mentioned several beloved family members
who worked in factories. What prompted that moving bit of personal storytelling? A simple photo of an
old car printed on a sheet of paper.
We guarantee: You will be surprised, too.
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Expand the Conversation
If you’ve read this book, used this discussion guide and care about these issues, then please help
with the larger overall effort. Now more than ever, Americans need to be reminded of the challenges
we face in early childhood education—in the midst of an ever-more-diverse community. With funding
cuts and shifts occurring nationwide, assistance from community-based nonprofits will be urgently
needed. You can help meet these needs by letting others know about your personal interest—and the
potential of group discussions. Many men and women feel isolated in their concern for the welfare
of young children. Simply letting other people know of your concern can help to touch off a growing
community-wide awareness.
One way you can expand the conversation is by visiting the book’s Amazon page and adding a
review of the book. Of course, we hope you’ve found this book helpful, so we welcome Amazon reviews
that may prompt others to pick up a copy and extend the discussion.
But that’s not all! Share your thoughts on Facebook or in your own newsletters. (Note: You are free to
quote from our book in a blog post or column you might write about your experience in reading and discussing ACCESS to
School. Simply give us credit as you do. We want you to share these important ideas far and wide.)
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